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The Economics of Ethics and the Ethics of Economics

2009

economics and ethics are succumbing to the pull of disciplinary specialisation at their own peril this volume represents a necessary and most welcome reminder of some ways in which

the two are intertwined how do economic preferences relate to ethical values what are the motivational underpinnings on which we should base a theory of choice what explains

compliance with rules and with tax legislation in particular any economist or political philosopher interested in these questions must read this book peter dietsch université de montréal

canada do market prices reflect values what is the relation between social norms and economic incentives do economic agents respond to ethical arguments by probing the boundaries

between positive and normative theorizing and by bridging ethics economics and political science this book is able to address a fascinating set of questions i strongly recommend this

book to anyone interested in normative issues in public policy to academics and practitioners alike fabienne peter university of warwick uk this book makes a rational and eloquent case

for the closer integration of ethics and economics it expands upon themes concerned with esteem self esteem emotional bonding between agents expressive concerns and moral

requirements economists have long assumed that value and price are synonymous and interchangeable the authors show how disregarding this false assumption and adopting an

interdisciplinary approach could improve the economics profession by distinguishing economic values from ethical values replete with discussions that will challenge conventional

economics this book offers a corrective argument against the rigid separation of agents motivation and the purely normative aspects of economic analysis the various contributions

explore the different dimensions at the frontier between the rational and the moral in political economy ethics and philosophy containing a variety of cross border analyses this innovative

book will be a must read for economists political scientists and philosophers it will also be an invaluable resource for students in the fields of economics and philosophy

Economics, Ethics and Religion

1997-02-24

there is a revival of interest by economists in ethical issues and beliefs and by moral philosophers and theologians in economics this book is intended to make a contribution to this cross

fertilisation of ideas rodney wilson has undertaken an extensive survey of jewish christian and muslim views on economics and reviewed the rapidly expanding business ethics literature



from a religious perspective the juxtaposition of the work of theologians and moral philosophers with that of economists results in some interesting comparisons

Ethics in Economics, Business, and Economic Policy

2012-12-06

this book presents an integration of the analysis of symbo lic ethical and cultural meaning into the theory of econo mic action it demontrates that the scope of economics is widened by

the inclusion of the cultural and ethical determinants of economic action and by bringing the ethical and cultural factors back into economics and management science the book s

contribution to business ethics and economic ethics lies in its distinctly continental european background which is often overlooked in current discussions of economic theory the papers in

this volume point to a mutual interpenetration of economics and ethics in a new synthesis of ethical economy

Economics, Ethics and the Market

2006-10-19

this text introduces readers to the relationship between economics and ethics and to the application of economic ethics in the evaluation of the market the insights it provides help to

develop the reasoning and analytical skills needed to criticize economic analysis as well as to apply ethical concepts to moral issues in economic policy

Ethics and Economic Affairs

2002-01-08

there has been a remarkable growth of interest in the ethical dimension of economic affairs whilst the interest in business ethics has been long standing it has been given renewed

emphasis by high profile scandals in the world of business and finance at the same time many economists dissatisfied with the discipline s emphasis on self interest and individualism



and by the asocial nature of much economic theory have sought to enlarge the scope of economics by looking at ethical questions in this volume a group of interdisciplinary scholars

provide contributions which include evaluations of work in business ethics empirical studies of such issues as social and ethical investing the place of ethics in the new economics and

perspectives from other disciplines

Ethics and Economics

2013-09-13

since the days of adam smith ethics and economics have been closely intertwined and were nominally separated only with the advent of neoclassical economics in the beginning of the

last century this book features eleven essays by leading scholars in economics and philosophy who argue for a renewal of the bond between the two disciplines several of the

contributors argue that the ethical content of economics and moral status of the market have been misunderstood for better and for worse some recommend changes in the way that

individual economic choice is modelled in order to incorporate ethical as well as self interested motivations finally others question the way that societies assess economic policies that

affect the welfare and dignity of their constituents a wide range of philosophical perspectives is offered drawing from the classic writings of adam smith immanuel kant and the ancient

stoics to that of current scholars such as amartya sen elizabeth anderson and christine korsgaard this book provides a comprehensive introduction to the cutting edge of interdisciplinary

research between ethics and economics and is sure to be an important resource for scholars in both fields this book was published as a combination of the special issues review of

political economy and review of social economy

Principles of Ethical Economy

2012-12-06

john maynard keynes wrote to his grandchildren more than fifty years ago about their economic possibilities and thus about our own i see us free there fore to return to some of the most

sure and certain principles of religion and traditional virtue that avarice is a vice that the exaction of usury is a misde meanour we shall once more value ends above means and prefer

the good to the useful economic possibilities for our grandchildren pp 371 72 in the year 1930 keynes regarded these prospects as realizable only after a time span ofone hundred years



ofwhich we have now achieved more than half the pres ent book does not share keynes s view that the possibility of an integration of ethics and economics is dependent exclusively on

the state of economic devel opment though this integration is certainly made easier by an advantageous total economic situation the conditions of an economy that is becoming post of

ethics cultural industrial and post modern are favorable for the unification theory and economics economic development makes a new establishment of economic ethics and a theory

ofethical economy necessary herdecke and hanover october 1987 p k table of contents foreword v introduction 0 1 ethical economy and political economy 0 1 1 ethical economy as

theory ofthe ethical presuppositions of the economy and economic ethics 3 0 1 2

Ethics and Economic Progress

1997-01

in ethics and economic progress nobel prize winning economist james m buchanan argues that ethical or moral constraints on human behavior exert important economic effects he

considers the question why are we better off by our own reckoning when we work harder save more and deal honestly in markets and in politics this nontechnical book opens up the

entire economics ethics nexus for examination part 1 examines behaviors and standards that can be subsumed under the term puritan ethics the work ethic and the saving ethic may not

be fashionable today but buchanan asserts that many modern attitudes and habits relate to the decline in productivity growth in the economy if we acknowledge that moral values are

important to our economic well being it follows that we must all pay the preacher on strictly economic grounds part ii extends the argument examining the implications for ethical norms

that describe the behavior of taxpayers or public program users and the economics of the work ethic as it applies to nonlabor resources the last chapter perhaps the most controversial

suggests that adam smith s distinction between productive and nonproductive labor which has been almost universally dismissed by economists may indeed have economic relevance

chapters 1 2 and 3 were presented in 1991 as the first lectures in the w r howell sr second century lecture series at the university of oklahoma

The Ethics and the Economics of Minimalist Government

2002-01-01

roth s book is useful and valuable using modern secular thought as his starting point he reaches roughly the same conclusions that one would reach reasoning from the older christian



tradition there is certainly much to like about that effort paul a cleveland markets morality this book is one of the best discussions of welfare economics since murray rothbard s classic

paper of 1956 toward a reconstruction of utility and welfare economics david gordon the mises review timothy roth shows that social welfare theory as currently defended by welfare

economists and policymakers is based on a confused and untenable moral theory is incompatible with a rights based legal order and is bound to promote unjust and arbitrary

redistributions by advocating a return to the kantian conception of the moral agent roth shows the way to a normative economics that harmonizes with both intuitive morality and the

american legal and constitutional tradition roger scruton writer and philosopher formerly university professor and professor of philosophy at boston university us the moral imperative of

individual autonomy embodied in the kantian rawlsian perspective on social order cannot be reconciled with the utilitarian presuppositions that inform normative applications of modern

economics this book exposes the contradictions that are present when the basic philosophical foundations are ignored a stance that is unfortunately characteristic of much modern

discourse as well as political practice james m buchanan george mason university us and a nobel laureate at a time when technical economics dominates the thinking of much of the

profession it is important to be reminded that economics has roots in moral philosophy certainly this book which deftly explores the ethical prior commitments underlying economic

analysis succeeds in bringing philosophical issues to the forefront but it does more roth s closely reasoned study provides a clear exposition of the kantian rawlsian approach to public

policy and thus is able to establish a convincing critique of orthodox welfare theory in general the book offers a valuable change of perspective on social questions eirik g furubotn texas a

m university us because it is technically flawed and morally bankrupt the author argues the economist s consequence based procedurally detached theory of the state has contributed to

the growth of government as part of the kantian rawlsian contractarian project this book seeks to return economics to its foundations in moral philosophy given the moral equivalence of

persons the greatest possible equal participation must be promoted persons must be impartially treated and because it is grounded in consequentialist social welfare theory swt the

economist s theory of the state must be rejected ad hoc deployment of swt has facilitated discriminatory rent seeking and contributed to larger government in contrast this book argues

that equal political participation and a constitutional impartiality constraint minimize rent seeking respect individual perceptions of the public good and underwrite the legitimacy of

government economists moral philosophers and political scientists will find this book a unique contribution to the literature

The Good and the Economical

2012-12-06

economics makes the incommensurable commensurable by money prices on the other hand there are varieties of goodness like the ethical that seem not to fit into the scale of prices of



economics but cannot be neglected in economizing ways of integrating ethics into economics must therefore be found the aim of this book is the integration of the ethical discourse into

the economic discourse about the economical and efficient it investi gates into the structure of goodness the contribution of this volume to the current debate in economic ethics and

business ethics lies in its analysis of the different meanings of the good and in its reflection on the possibilities of implementing ethical goods into the practice of the economist and the

manager of the firm its essays investigate the role of ethics in social and individual choice they examine and compare the cultural determinants of the western and the japanese

economies their ethical and cultural foundations they look into the principles of good management how can the management incorporate human goods and consider the virtues of

impartiality and of due consideration to the particular in its business practice the book develops the idea of an ethical economizing in economics and of an ethical managing in business

administration the business of business is ethical business

Trends in Business and Economic Ethics

2008-07-19

a growing body of academic and business specialists are paying attention to ethical issues in business and economics drawing on a wide range of different disciplinary and theoretical

perspectives this volume presents important new insights from scholars in economics philosophy business ethics and management studies in addition to providing specific perspectives on

particular topics it presents strategic perspectives on the development of the field readers can inform themselves on developments in particular areas such as social accountability or

stakeholder governance they will also find substantial contributions related to the interfaces of ethics and economics economics and philosophy business ethics and political science and

business ethics and management the collection is a thought provoking contribution to the development of business and economic ethics as an increasingly important field of academic

study

Economics, Ethics, and Environmental Policy

2008-04-15

economics ethics and environmental policy contested choices offers a comprehensive analysis of the ethical problems associated with basing environmental policy on economic analysis



and ways to overcome these problems

Behavioural Economics and Business Ethics

2013-03-01

economics and moral philosophy have in recent years been considered to be distinct and separate fields however behavioural economics has started to reconcile various aspects of

morality and economics which has offered new conceptual opportunities to advance economics ethics and business ethics this book aims to advance economic ethics and business ethics

by combining normative principles and empirical evidence grounded on the key motivational forces in economic decision making it has three core objectives to assess order ethics as a

theory of both economic ethics and business ethics using behavioural economics methods and evidence to identify cardinal virtues for modern business ethics to to set up valuable

guidelines for the implementation of economic ethics and business ethics

Economics as Moral Science

2013-04-17

economics as moral science investigates the problem of the ethical neutrality of mainstream economic theory within the context of the methodology of economics as a science against the

conventional wisdom the author argues that there are serious moral presuppositions to the theory but that economics could still count as a scientific or rational form of inquiry the basic

questions addressed the ethical implications of economics its status as a scientific mode of theory construction and the relation between these factors are absolutely fundamental ones for

an understanding of contemporary economics the philosophy of the human sciences and our current market culture moreover the study provides a thorough philosophical analysis of the

critical issues at stake from the inside from the credible perspective of a particular but foundational economic theory the neoclassical theory of rational choice



Ethical Issues in Economics

1997-07-21

a critical perspective on the foundations of economic theory showing the importance of ethical considerations and focusing in particular on altruism cooperation and equity mainstream

neoclassical economics is analysed and challenged from a moral and socio economic perspective emphasizing the relationship between economics ethics and politics throughout the

book the nature of homo economicus is contrasted with that of homo ethicus their different moral principles behavioural rules and values are compared and the importance of this battle

for a good and civilised society is emphasised

Contemporary Economic Ethics and Business Ethics

2013-04-17

the approaches to economic ethics and business ethics in continental europe and those in america show considerable differences but also a shared interest in turning business ethics into

a subject relevant and useful for business practice as well as for the philosophical debate on ethics the volume collects original essays on the major approaches to economic ethics and

business ethics in germany the usa and europe it provides the reader with a comprehensive overview about the discussion on modern economic ethics and business ethics it introduces

the german approaches to economic ethics and to business ethics to the english speaking audience

The Oxford Handbook of Professional Economic Ethics

2016

for over a century the economics profession has extended its reach to encompass policy formation and institutional design while largely ignoring the ethical challenges that attend the

profession s influence over the lives of others economists have proven to be disinterested in ethics embracing emotivism they often treat ethics a matter of mere preference moreover



economists tend to be hostile to professional economic ethics which they incorrectly equate with a code of conduct that would be at best ineffectual and at worst disruptive to good

economic practice but good ethical reasoning is not reducible to mere tastes and professional ethics is not reducible to a code instead professional economic ethics refers to a new field

of investigation a tradition of sustained and lively inquiry into the irrepressible ethical entailments of academic and applied economic practice the oxford handbook of professional

economic ethics explores a wide range of questions related to the nature of ethical economic practice and the content of professional economic ethics it explores current thinking that has

emerged in these areas while widening substantially the terrain of economic ethics there has never been a volume that poses so directly and intensively the question of the need for and

content of professional ethics for economics the handbook incorporates the work of leading scholars and practitioners including academic economists from various theoretical traditions

applied economists beyond academia whose work has direct and immense social impact and philosophers professional ethicists and others whose work has addressed the nature of

professionalism and its implications for ethical practice

Business and Economic Ethics

2006

this book is a fundamental and unique masterpiece which reflects the discussions on business and economic ethics over decades in german speaking countries and does so by

systematically developing an ethics of economic systems from a christian theological perspective with a firm foundation in the western philosophical and economic literature neither in

german speaking nor english speaking regions has this complex theme been dealt with in such a comprehensive and thorough manner ethics is a matter of doing justice to the human

without twisting the facts and ignoring the constraints the study introduces seven criteria of human justice that fundamentally relate to the christian revelation and at the same time

establish a humanistic and universal approach subsequently it focuses on the concrete economic systems and their problems it describes and analyses various models of market and

centrally planned economies and evaluates them in the light of middle level principles which are informed by both ethical criteria and economic knowledge thus the most legitimate

economic system is the one which offers the most potential for reforms and self critique the merits of this approach are considerable if the system of the market economy has the

advantage of being thoroughly reformable it also requires regulations which are equitable and responsible in this view one better understands the inescapable failure of marxism but also

the ethical ramifications of savage deregulations arthur rich 1910 1992 was professor of systematic theology and director of the institute of social ethics at the university of zurich

switzerland he worked in the field of business and economic ethics for nearly 40 years georges enderle is arthur and mary o neil professor of international business ethics at the mendoza



college of business university of notre dame indiana usa and president of the international society of business economics and ethics 2001 2004 which organizes the isbee world congress

of business and economic ethics every four years

On Ethics and Economics

1991-01-08

in this elegant critique amartya sen argues that welfare economics can be enriched by paying more explicit attention to ethics and that modern ethical studies can also benefit from a

closer contact with economies he argues further that even predictive and descriptive economics can be helped by making more room for welfare economic considerations in the

explanation of behaviour

"Are Economists Basically Immoral?"

2008

art economists basically immoral and other essays on economics ethics and religion is a collection of heyne s essays focused on an issue that preoccupied him throughout his life and

which concerns many free market skeptics namely how to reconcile the apparent selfishness of a free market economy with ethical behavior written with the nonexpert in mind and in a

highly engaging style these essays will interest students of economics professional economists with an interest in ethical and theological topics and christians who seek to explore

economic issues book jacket

Ethics and Economics

2021-09-30



this textbook applies economic ethics to evaluate the free market system and enables students to examine the impact of free markets using the three main ethical approaches

utilitarianism principle based ethics and virtue ethics ethics and economics systematically links empirical research to these ethical questions with a focus on the core topics of happiness

inequality and virtues each chapter offers a recommended further reading list the final chapter provides a practical method for applying the different ethical approaches to morally evaluate

an economic policy proposal and an example of the methodology being applied to a real life policy this book will give students a clear theoretical and methodological toolkit for analyzing

the ethics of market policies making it a valuable resource for courses on economic ethics and economic philosophy

The Oxford Handbook of Ethics and Economics

2019

economics and ethics are both valuable tools for analyzing the behavior and actions of human beings and institutions adam smith the father of modern economics considered them two

sides of the same coin but since economics was formalized and mathematicised in the late 1800s and early 1900s the fields have largely followed separate paths the oxford handbook of

ethics and economics provides a timely and thorough survey of the various ways ethics can does and should inform economic theory and practice the first part of the book foundations

explores how the most prominent schools of moral philosophy relate to economics asks how morals relevant to economic behavior may have evolved and explains how various

approaches to economics incorporate ethics into their work the second part applications looks at the ethics of commerce finance and markets uncovers the moral dilemmas involved with

making decisions regarding social welfare risk and harm to others and explores how ethics is relevant to major topics within economics such as health care and the environment with

esteemed contributors from economics and philosophy the oxford handbook of ethics and economics is a resource for scholars in both disciplines and those in related fields it highlights

the close relationship between ethics and economics in the past while and lays a foundation for further integration going forward

The Social Market Economy

2012-12-06

the social market economy forms a fundamental theory of the market economy and an integrated economic and ethical theory of the economic order in which the political and societal



conditions for the working of the market are included in the theory of the market economy the social market economy is presented as a universal theory of the decisions to be made

about the economic order in all cultures and is analysed in its basic theoretical foundations and in its application to the transition process from the planned to the market economy

particulary in the privatisation of socialised property in russia and former east germany leading german and russian experts in the field as well as four classical texts present a systematic

analysis of the social market economy from the point of view of economics law and ethics

On Moral Business

1995-09-05

an invaluable resources for the study of the relation of business economics ethics and religion

Economics, Ethics and Power

2018-07-11

economic theory in its neoclassical form is sometimes regarded as free from values it is simply the theory of economic exchange this can only hold true if we accept the idea of homo

economicus and the equilibrium economy but in the real world away from neoclassical models there is no intrinsic stability as such instead stability is created by the surrounding social

cultural and political structures clearly it is imperative that ethics features in the analysis of these economic and socio political structures drawing on aristotle kant hume and others this

book conceptualizes the analysis of ethics and economic and social structures it first considers the key philosophical underpinnings and categories which frame the discussion of ethics in

economic theory and then considers individual ethics social action financial structures and war throughout ethics are examined in a multicultural context with structural complexities and

the difficulties in finding a coherent set of ethics which provides social cohesion and an open society are considered a key part of this is the comparison of two ethical principles which

can be adopted by societies ius soli or loyalty to constitution and ius sanguinis or loyalty to blood and soil the latter is argued to lead to problems of us and the other introducing the

possibility of integrating microscopic ethics into socio political structures and proposing the eventual existence of a global ethics this volume is a significant contribution to the emerging

literature on economics social structures and ethics it will be of particular interest to those working in business and public administration and who have an education in socio economic



areas but it also has a broad appeal to students and academics in the social sciences

The Ethical Formation of Economists

2019-06-07

economists role in society has always been an uneasy one and in recent years the ethicality of the profession and its practitioners has been questioned more than ever this collection of

essays is the first to investigate the multifaceted nature of what forms economists ethical and economic views bringing together work from international contributors the ethical formation

of economists explores the ways in which economists are influenced in their training and career examining how this can explain their individual ethical stances as economists the book

suggests that if we can better understand what is making economists think and act as they do considering ethicality in the process we might all be better placed to implement changes

the intent is not to exonerate economists from personal responsibility but to highlight how considering the circumstances that have helped shape economists views can help to address

issues it is argued that it is important to understand these influences as without such insights the demonization of economists is too easily adapted as a stance by society as well as too

easily dismissed by economists this book will be of great interest to those studying and researching in the fields of economics ethics philosophy and sociology it also seeks to bring an

ethical debate within and about economics and to cause change in the practical reasoning of economists

Morality and Power

2017-08-25

offering a compelling critique of orthodox economic analysis in the public realm mike berry exposes the lack of development in economic thinking in public policy since the economic crisis

of 2008 focusing on both the ethically unacceptable outcomes of recent public policy and the threat of populism and rising nationalism this book offers noteworthy suggestions for an

alternative social democratic future both students and practitioners of heterodox economics and public policy will find this a compelling insight into the ethical concerns and social impacts

raised by the political ascendency of neoliberal policies in recent decades



Positive Ethics in Economics

2017-10-06

economics is often accused of being a ethical lacking a moral perspective if not altogether immoral its detractors criticize economic models of pure and perfect competition and claim that

economics should be concerned with social effects and strive to be equitable yet these critics fail to understand that the discipline has many dimensions economics has also developed a

group of concerns directly related to ethics the presence of practical ethics is evident in the economic analysis of behavior that incorporates ethical preference altruism and a responsible

calculation based on norms it is fair today that economics differentiates ethics from purely financial matters and the discipline can be associated with morality in man s daily life volume 14

of the distinguished praxiology series examine the concept of positive ethics in economics while normative ethics moralizes economics trying to render it more just positive ethics is first

and foremost a model for the construction of theoretical economic reasoning it reflects on ethical practices within economics and introduces a model of reasoning that takes individual

ethical behavior and its aftereffects into account the book is divided into three parts in altruism the contributors discuss the notion of unselfish concern for the welfare of others and its

place in economic practice in commitment the authors discuss reason as being central to economic theory as well as the position of ethical behavior in responsibility the idea that man is

not an island unto himself but a being involved in a set of relationships is examined if a person is simultaneously responsible for himself and others then how far does his responsibility

extend essays on positive ethics in economics is thought provoking volume that will be of interest to economists policymakers philosophers and students of ethics and morality j r me

ballet is senior lecturer in economics at the university of versailles and senior research fellow at the c3ed economics and ethics center for environment and development he is the editor

of the online journal ethics and economics and has published several books and articles on ethics and economics damien bazin is a research fellow at the c3ed where his specialization

is economic philosophy he is associate editor of ethics and economics

Economics, Ethics, and Ancient Thought

2017-01-20

it is argued that the normative and ethical presuppositions of standard economics render the discipline incapable of addressing an important class of problems involving human choices



economics adopts too thin an account both of human motivation and of the good for individuals and for society it is recommended that economists and policy makers look back to ancient

philosophy for guidance on the good life and good society considered in terms of eudaimonism or human flourishing economics ethics and ancient thought begins by outlining the

limitations of the normative and ethical presuppositions that underpin standard economic theory before going on to suggest alternative normative and ethical traditions that can

supplement or replace those associated with standard economic thinking in particular this book considers the ethical thought of ancient thinkers particularly the ancient greeks and their

concept of eudaimonia arguing that within those traditions better alternatives can be found to the rational choice utilitarianism characteristic of modern economic theory and policy this

volume is of great interest to those who study economic theory and philosophy history of economic thought and philosophy of social science as well as public policy professionals

Methodology of the Social Sciences, Ethics, and Economics in the Newer Historical School

2012-12-06

the volume at hand gives an exposition of the tradition of the historical school of economics and of the geisteswissenschaften or human sciences the latter in their development within the

historical school as well as in neo kantianism and the sociology of knowledge it continues the discussion started in the year 1994 on the older historical school of economics and the 19th

century german contribution to an ethical theory of economics with the newer historical school of the 20th century economists social scientists and philosophers examine the contribution

of this tradition and its impact for present theory the schools of thought and their approaches to economics as well as to the cultural and social sciences are examined here not as much

for their historical interest as for their poten tial systematic contribution to the contemporary debates on economic ethics economics sociology and philosophy the volume at hand contains

the proceedings of the fourth annual seep conference on economic ethics and philosophy in 1996 economics and ethics in the historical school part b max weber heinrich rickert max

scheler werner sombart arthur spiethoff john commons alfred marshall and others held at marienrode monastery near hannover germa ny on march 27 30th 1996 together with several

additional invited papers

The Good and the Economical

1993



in order to survive as a social institution a firm needs a constitutional social contract even though implicit among its stakeholders this social contract must exist if an institution is to be

justified the book focuses on two main issues to find out the terms of the hypothetical agreement among the firm s stakeholders in an ex ante perspective and to understand the

endogenous mechanism generating appropriate incentives that induce to comply with the social contract itself as seen in the ex post perspective

The Social Contract of the Firm

2012-12-06

economics is today among the most influential of all professions economists alter the course of economic affairs and deeply affect the lives of current and future generations yet virtually

alone among the major professions economics lacks a body of professional ethics to guide its practitioners over the past century the profession consistently has refused to adopt or even

explore professional economic ethics as a consequence economists are largely unprepared for the ethical challenges they face in their work the economist s oath challenges the

economic orthodoxy it builds the case for professional economic ethics step by step first by rebutting economists arguments against and then by building an escalating positive case for

professional economic ethics the book surveys what economists do and demonstrates that their work is ethically fraught it explores the principles questions and debates that inform

professional ethics in other fields and identifies the lessons that economics can take from the best established bodies of professional ethics george demartino demonstrates that in the

absence of professional ethics well meaning economists have committed basic preventable ethical errors that have caused severe harm for societies across the globe the book

investigates the reforms in economic education that would be necessary to recognize professional ethical obligations and concludes with the economist s oath drawing on the book s

central insights and highlighting the virtues that are required of the ethical economist the economist s oath seeks to initiate a serious conversation among economists about the ethical

content of their work it examines the ethical entailments of the immense influence over the lives of others that the economics profession now enjoys and proposes a framework for the

new field of professional economic ethics

The Economist's Oath

2011-01-26



a growing body of academic and business specialists are paying attention to ethical issues in business and economics drawing on a wide range of different disciplinary and theoretical

perspectives this volume presents important new insights from scholars in economics philosophy business ethics and management studies in addition to providing specific perspectives on

particular topics it presents strategic perspectives on the development of the field readers can inform themselves on developments in particular areas such as social accountability or

stakeholder governance they will also find substantial contributions related to the interfaces of ethics and economics economics and philosophy business ethics and political science and

business ethics and management the collection is a thought provoking contribution to the development of business and economic ethics as an increasingly important field of academic

study

Trends in Business and Economic Ethics

2008-08-15

economics is often accused of being a ethical lacking a moral perspective if not altogether immoral its detractors criticize economic models of pure and perfect competition and claim that

economics should be concerned with social effects and strive to be equitable yet these critics fail to understand that the discipline has many dimensions economics has also developed a

group of concerns directly related to ethics the presence of practical ethics is evident in the economic analysis of behavior that incorporates ethical preference altruism and a responsible

calculation based on norms it is fair today that economics differentiates ethics from purely financial matters and the discipline can be associated with morality in man s daily life volume 14

of the distinguished praxiology series examine the concept of positive ethics in economics while normative ethics moralizes economics trying to render it more just positive ethics is first

and foremost a model for the construction of theoretical economic reasoning it reflects on ethical practices within economics and introduces a model of reasoning that takes individual

ethical behavior and its aftereffects into account the book is divided into three parts in altruism the contributors discuss the notion of unselfish concern for the welfare of others and its

place in economic practice in commitment the authors discuss reason as being central to economic theory as well as the position of ethical behavior in responsibility the idea that man is

not an island unto himself but a being involved in a set of relationships is examined if a person is simultaneously responsible for himself and others then how far does his responsibility

extend essays on positive ethics in economics is thought provoking volume that will be of interest to economists policymakers philosophers and students of ethics and morality jÚr me

ballet is senior lecturer in economics at the university of versailles and senior research fellow at the c3ed economics and ethics center for environment and development he is the editor

of the online journal ethics and economics and has published several books and articles on ethics and economics damien bazin is a research fellow at the c3ed where his specialization



is economic philosophy he is associate editor of ethics and economics

Positive Ethics in Economics

2011-12-31

the internet and the electronic economy are a technological revolution whose secular importance is apparent the internet eliminates the temporal and spatial constraints on the exchange

of information it changes deeply the world of production and of labour it transforms the exchange relationships between producers and consumers as well as between the suppliers within

the supply chain the electronic economy is able to generate more accurate con sumer profiles and therefore a more powerful and effective marketing di rected to the individual consumer

there is no industry that is not undergoing thorough changes caused by the internet the volume at hand gives an analysis of the internet revolution it covers questions reaching form the

highly controversial thesis of the end of property rights in the internet caused by the non rivalry of the consumption of in formation to questions regarding the repercussions of the internet

on our understanding of the human person technological changes like the introduction of the electronic economy pose the question of how to handle it and how to manage reasonably its

ethi cal problems and dilemmas the ethical problems and the business ethics of the electronic economy in the fields of production and labour of consump tion and in handling trust and

the abuse of trust are analysed by the contribu tions from applied ethics and business ethics

Business Ethics and the Electronic Economy

2013-06-29

elizabeth anderson offers a new theory of value and rationality that rejects cost benefit analysis in our social lives and in our ethical theories this account of the plurality of values thus

offers a new approach beyond welfare economics and traditional theories of justice for assessing the ethical limitations of the market in this light anderson discusses several

contemporary controversies involving the proper scope of the market including commercial surrogate motherhood privatization of public services and the application of cost benefit

analysis to issues of environmental protection table of contents preface 1 a pluralist theory of value a rational attitude theory of value ideals and self assessment how goods differ in kind i

different modes of valuation how goods differ in kind ii social relations of realization 2 an expressive theory of rational action value and rational action the framing of decisions the



extrinsic value of states of affairs consequentialism practical reason and the unity of the self 3 pluralism and incommensurable goods the advantages of consequentialism a pragmatic

theory of comparative value judgments incommensurable goods rational choice among incommensurable goods 4 self understanding the hierarchy of values and moral constraints the

test of self understanding the hierarchy of values agent centered restrictions hybrid consequentialism a self effacing theory of practical reason 5 criticism justification and common sense a

pragmatic account of objectivity the thick conceptual structure of the space of reasons how common sense can be self critical why we should ignore skeptical challenges to common

sense 6 monistic theories of value monism moore s aesthetic monism hedonism rational desire theory 7 the ethical limitations of the market pluralism freedom and liberal politics the

ideals and social relations of the modern market civil society and the market personal relations and the market political goods and the market the limitations of market ideologies 8 is

women s labor a commodity the case of commercial surrogate motherhood children as commodities women s labor as a commodity contract pregnancy and the status of women contract

pregnancy freedom and the law 9 cost benefit analysis safety and environmental quality cost benefit analysis as a form of commodification autonomy labor markets and the value of life

citizens consumers and the value of the environment toward democratic alternatives to cost benefit analysis conclusion notes references index reviews of this book anderson auhtor is

anxious to combat what she sees as a tendency for commercial values to invade areas of human life where they do not belong a useful contribution to debate about the proper scope of

the market not everything is a commodity insists anderson and her brief should shake up social science technocrats dd philadelphia inquirer the book is rich in both argument and

application dd alan hamlin times higher education supplement in this rich and insightful book elizabeth anderson develops an original account of value and rational action and then

employs this account to address the pragmatic political question of what the proper range of the market should be anderson s principal targets are consequentialism monism and the

crude economistic reasoning which underpins much contemporary social policy this is an important book for anyone interested in political philosophy this is essential reading dd a j walsh

australasian journal of philosophy hugo dixon financial times uk reviews of this book not everything is a commodity insists anderson and her brief should shake up social science

technocrats philadelphia inquirer reviews of this book the book is rich in both argument and application alan hamlin times higher education supplement reviews of this book in this rich

and insightful book elizabeth anderson develops an original account of value and rational action and then employs this account to address the pragmatic political question of what the

proper range of the market should be anderson s principal targets are consequentialism monism and the crude economistic reasoning which underpins much contemporary social policy

this is an important book for anyone interested in political philosophy this is essential reading a j walsh australasian journal of philosophy



Value in Ethics and Economics

1995-08-11

an investigation of a range of economic theoretical standpoints in relation to communitarian ethics the book looks at the axioms that drive communitarian ethics examines the thaler

shefrin model in terms of treatments of the individual in economic analysis and analyzes the olsen thesis

Communitarian Ethics and Economics

1995

this textbook applies economic ethics to evaluate the free market system and enables students to examine the impact of free markets using the three main ethical approaches

utilitarianism principle based ethics and virtue ethics ethics and economics systematically links empirical research to these ethical questions with a focus on the core topics of happiness

inequality and virtues each chapter offers a recommended further reading list and digital supplements include a list of key terms the final chapter provides a practical method for applying

the different ethical approaches to morally evaluate an economic policy proposal and an example of the methodology being applied to a real life policy this book will give students a clear

theoretical and methodological toolkit for analyzing the ethics of market policies making it a valuable resource for courses on economic ethics and economic philosophy

Ethics and Economics

2021

this edited volume presents ethical and economic analyses of agrifood competition by systematically examining fairness and openness in agricultural markets it seeks to answer the

question of whether there is adequate competition in the agrifood industry and whether the system is fair to all participants it outlines ethical and economic principles important for

understanding agrifood competition presents arguments for and against consolidation globalization and the integration of agrifood industries and looks at the implications of globalization



on the nature of competition in specific agricultural contexts

The Ethics and Economics of Agrifood Competition

2013-03-19
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